
Linnaeus' Flower Clock
Linnaeus observed over a number of years that certain 
plants constantly opened and closed their flowers at 
particular times of the day, these times varying from 
species to species. Hence one could deduce the 
approximate time of day according to which species had 
opened or closed their flowers. Arranged in sequence of 
flowering over the day they constituted a kind of floral 
clock or horologium florae, as Linnaeus called it in his 
Philosophia Botanica (1751). Linnaeus wrote about 3 types 
of flowers:
1. Meteorici. A category which changes their opening and 
closing times according to the weather conditions.
2. Tropici. Flowers which change their opening and closing 
specifically to the length of the day.
3. Aequinoctales. Flowers having fixed times for opening 
and closing, regardless of weather or season.

Today, because the weather is 
cloudy we are looking for the 
three different categories.

Which is suncups?
Which is four 0'clock?
Which is common phacelia?
We want to find examples of 
each kind.

McDonald's, Miller's and Irwindale
Excerpts from Margins in our Midst, A Journey Into 
Irwindale, The Center for Land Use Interpretation.
The Importance of Sand and Gravel. So much sand and 
gravel comes out of Irwindale, the largest aggregate 
mining area in the state, if not the nation, that pieces of 
Irwindale can be found around all of Los Angeles in the 
form of the aggregate in the asphalt that is spread on Los 
Angeles’ roads, the aggregate in the cement of the city’s 
major construction projects, and even the city’s land mass 
itself. The new terminal in L.A./Long Beach harbor, under 
construction for years, was built with fill from Irwindale – 
thus the inland city extended the western reach of the 
continent. The result of the city continuously giving of 
itself in this way, is that Irwindale is so full of holes that 
more of the land in the city is a pit than not. To put this in 
a national perspective, the aggregate industry overall has 

around 120,000 employees, and 10,000 quarries, easily the 
largest mining industry in the country. The primary use of 
aggregates - officially defined as crushed rock, gravel 
(naturally broken rock), and sand – is in construction 
projects: 20% home construction; 20% commercial 
construction; and 20% is used for public works projects, 
such as airports, sewage systems, and other municipal 
infrastructure. The rest, 40%, is used in making roads. 
There are nearly 4 million miles of paved roads in the 
United States, and 94% of their asphalt is aggregate (the 
rest is the binding material, usually petroleum based). 
McDonald's. Irwindale is said to have the highest per 
capita consumption of Big Macs, this is due probably to 
the fact that the population is less than 1,500, while nearly 
40,000 people work here, many of them quite likely 
statistical hamburger eaters.
Water and Transportation Routes. Like the sand and 
gravel of Irwindale, the city’s water is mined, processed, 
and shipped all over the place, in the form of beer 
products from the Miller Brewery. Miller uses over a 
million gallons of water a day to make nearly 200 million 
gallons of beer per year, under dozens of labels, many of 
them for other brands, such as Old Milwaukee, Schlitz, 
and Colt 45. Raw material including grains and corn slurry, 
come by rail, while the packaging material comes by truck. 
After a few weeks of fermentation, the finished product is 
shipped by truck to markets all over the west coast, but 
more than half of what is produced here goes to Los 
Angeles. 

Bob's Pygmyweed 
and other interesting plants
How to tell the three pygmyweeds apart

Sepals 3, apex attenuate, apiculate = Crassula tillaea
Sepals (3-)4, apex acuminate =  Crassula connata
Sepals 5, apex mucronate = Crassula colligata subspecies 
lamprosperma found by Bob Muns along the San Gabriel 
River in southern California, a newly described species 
also found in Australia. 
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Rhus ovata, sugar bush, stamens 5, styles 3; red sepals, 
white-pink petals with ciliate margins, bees needed for 
pollination
Why bisexual or pistillate? Which has berries? Which do 
bees prefer? Which are the larger shrubs?

Hesperevax acaulis var. ambusticola, fire evax
“Flowering and fruiting mostly Apr–early Jun. Dry or 
vernally moist slopes, relatively barren or in clearings, 
recent chaparral burns” (FNA). We are still looking for the 
burn or slope. Ours, the only ones found in LA County, 
flower in March. “Depauperate individuals of var. 
ambusticola are among the smaller and more 
inconspicuous Compositae, sometimes consisting of just 
one grayish head embedded in a leaf rosette on a root 1–2 
cm long.” 

Soil Crusts, that black, tarry-looking stuff
Biological soil crusts are formed by living organisms and 
their by-products, creating a ground cover of soil particles 
bound together by organic materials.  
Composition and Use. Crusts are predominantly 
composed of cyanobacteria (formerly called blue-green 
algae), green and brown algae, mosses and lichens. 
Liverworts, fungi, and bacteria can also be important 
components. Functions include soil stability and erosion 
control, atmospheric nitrogen-fixation, nutrient 
contributions to plants, soil-plant-water relations, 
infiltration, seedling germination, and plant growth.
Aging. Estimated general succession after last ground 
disturbance in Great Basin deserts

Like Arctic tundra, arid land soil crusts are extremely 
fragile. A single footprint or tire track is sufficient to 
disrupt the soil crust and damage the organisms. While 
some species within the soil crust system may regrow 
within a few years of a disturbance, the damage to slow-
growing species may require more than a century before 
the delicate soil returns to its former productivity. 

 Alluvial Scrub, an endangered habitat 
Alluvial scrub is composed of an assortment of drought-
deciduous subshrubs and large evergreen woody shrubs 
that are adapted to the porous, low fertility substrate as 
well as to survival of intense, periodic flooding and 
erosion. Step-like shrub covered terraces above the wash 
channels exhibit different phases of alluvial scrub 
vegetation. These phases are related to the amount of 
time that has elapsed since the most recent flood at each 
level. 
Types of alluvial scrub. Three types of alluvial scrub have 
been recognized and are related to such factors as the 
scouring action of flood channels, distance from the flood 
channel, time since the last catastrophic flood, and 
substrate features such as texture and moisture content. 
The three types can be referred to as:

How to distinguish mature alluvial scrub from coastal 
sage scrub. Mature alluvial scrub is distinguished by its 
vegetative composition, which contrasts in several 
respects with that of coastal sage scrub: 
(1) alluvial scrub has more mesic species than most coastal 
sage scrub stands;
(2) alluvial scrub consists of numerous evergreen shrubs, 
a diverse assemblage of subshrubs, and a springtime 
ground cover of annual wildflowers, whereas coastal sage 
scrub vegetation is composed primarily of drought-
deciduous subshrubs with sparse, if any, annual 
wildflowers;
(3) scalebroom, a shrub with high fidelity to alluvial 
substrates, is found throughout alluvial scrub 
communities, but seldom in coastal sage scrub 
vegetation;
(4) species commonly found in chaparral or desert plant 
assemblages, such as California redberry, lemonadeberry, 
sugar bush, mountain mahogany, holly-leaved cherry, 
California juniper, and yucca are also common in the 
alluvial scrub community, but not in coastal sage scrub 
vegetation; and
(5) small-statured riparian woodland species, such as 
California sycamore and mulefat are laced through alluvial 
scrub stands along major drainages, but are not present in 
stands of coastal sage scrub.

Compiled by Jane Strong for CNPS-SGM trip, March 2013

1-10 yrs cyanobacteria (CB) colonizes
10-15 yrs moss (M) colonizes; CB  remains 
15-25 yrs moss dominates, lichens colonize,
CB remains
25-75 yrs lichen dominates, CB and M remain
75-200 yrs  lichen dominates, CB and M remain, 
crusts cover all ground between plants

 Pioneer: sparse vegetation, low species diversity 
and stature, within active stream channels or 
recently scoured streambeds; after 1969 flood 
with islands from 1939 flood
Intermediate: dense vegetation,  mainly 
subshrubs;  since dam construction, 60-67 yrs ago 
Mature: fully developed subshrubs and woody 
shrubs;  unknown age but growth rings and shrub 
size suggest  70-80 yrs ago 


